
A versatile Actress and Model known for enhancing brand

visibility through dynamic fashion modeling and strategic

brand partnerships. Expert in engaging global audiences,

creating digital content, and fostering strategic alliances.

Brings a unique blend of skills in brand ambassadorship,

social media influencing, and print modeling, always ready

to embody the values and style of the brand, ensuring

increased credibility and loyalty in the market.

Experience

Model
Cvv Entertainment

Social media Brand Ambassador in support of celebrity music mogul and

businessman Rick Ross. My self-initiated efforts and creations have been

publicly acknowledged by Rick Ross on my Cvv Entertainment Instagram feed.

Showcase clothing and accessories in a dynamic and captivating way,

enhancing brand visibility and desirability in the market.

Participate in fashion opportunities to showcase the latest trends in the

industry, enhancing brand visibility and attracting potential customers.

Participate in online campaigns to showcase latest collections and engage

with a global audience, increasing brand reach and recognition in the digital

market.

Brand ambassador for Amazon merchandise of various brands through the

Amazon Affiliate program. I am also the lead fashion model for the Cvv

Entertainment Store, embodying the values and style of the brand at all times,

both on and off duty, to increase brand credibility and loyalty in the market.

Collaborate with the employer to identify potential brand partnerships and

collaborations that align with the company's vision and target audience,

expanding brand exposure and market reach through strategic alliances.

Collaborate with the employer to create innovative and captivating virtual

reality experiences that showcase the latest fashion collections and engage

with the audience in a unique and immersive way, setting Cvv Entertainment

apart in the market for cutting-edge brand promotion.

Collaborate with the employer to co-create personalized digital content that

showcases the versatility of the employer's clothing and accessories, catering

to niche markets and increasing brand differentiation in a competitive

industry.

Driana Vixen
Actress & Model

United States

Send inquiries via

cvventertainment.com/contact

Skills

Acting

Fashion modeling

Virtual reality experiences

Global audience engagement

Strategic alliances

Digital content creation

Brand partnerships

Photoshoot posing

Social media influencer

Print modeling

Beauty product modeling

High fashion modeling

Character development

Performance refinement

On-screen presence

Script analysis

mailto:Send%20inquiries%20via%20cvventertainment.com/contact


Experience

Actress
Cvv Entertainment

Bring a fresh perspective and creative input to characters and scripts, adding a

unique touch to each role to captivate audiences and enhance the overall

production.

Promote upcoming film projects through social media platforms and engage

with the audience to build a loyal fan base.

Collaborate with the production team to develop innovative marketing

strategies that increase audience engagement and drive interest.

Analyze market trends and audience preferences to tailor performances and

characters in a way that resonates with the target audience and boosts

viewership.

Continuously refine and expand my acting skills, ensuring a high level of

performance quality and versatility in roles.

Enhance the on-screen presence and performance by embodying characters

with authenticity, emotion, and depth, creating memorable moments that

resonate with audiences and leave a lasting impact.

Collaborate with the costume and set design teams to ensure that the visual

elements of the production align with the character's persona and enhance

the overall storytelling experience.

Education

2016

Bachelor of Science in Digital Media & Web Technology
UMUC

Skills

Audience analysis

Public speaking

Creative writing

Links

IMDb Profile

Backstage Profile

My Website

Instagram

Facebook

Facebook Page

X (Formerly Twitter)

YouTube

TikTok

https://pro.imdb.com/name/nm15863378?s=c2c6f198-66f3-96c0-8772-37ec09c5300a&site_preference=normal
https://www.backstage.com/u/driana-vixen/
https://www.cvventertainment.com/
https://www.instagram.com/cvventertainment
https://www.facebook.com/CvvEntertain
https://www.facebook.com/cvventertainmentpage
https://www.twitter.com/cvventertain
https://youtube.com/@CvvEntertainmentChannel
https://www.tiktok.com/@cvventertainment

